


EXPERIENCE
We have years of experience collaborating 
with some of the biggest brands in the 
space, including: TIME, Discover, Citrus 
Lane, Montage, Next Issue, GoDaddy, 
and others.

STRATEGY & CAMPAIGN DEVELOPMENT
We commit to fully understanding our 
client’s objectives and KPIs to ensure that 
we make the best media match possible 
to achieve ROI goals.

SERVICE & SPEED
Dedicated account management brings 
speed and a high level of service to all 
campaigns.

DELIVERABLES 
Insights and visibility provided through 
detailed reporting and analytics.

SPARK
We bring new ideas, innovation and 
opportunities to the table.

THE APPROACH
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THE IGNITE SPARK



THE APPROACH

• Gain understanding of your past and 
current marketing efforts. 

• Understand your target consumer
• Analyze your KPIs and set desired 

benchmarks
• Create a customized media plan to 

prioritize opportunities, action items 
and timelines

• Create program within key platforms.
• Develop baseline offers and payouts.
• Recruit and onboard publishers.

• Review & report upon results.
• Perform in-depth data analysis.
• Optimize campaigns -- price points, 

budgets, creative, placements, etc.

• Scale successful campaigns.
• Test new opportunities.
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SCALE & EXPAND

EXECUTE

EDUCATE & PLAN

ANALYZE & OPTIMIZE



DISTRIBUTION
Reach Your Target Audience Wherever They Are Online
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CASE STUDY
Generating Brand Awareness and Attracting New Customers

58% INCREASE 
IN SALES

110% INCREASE 
IN AFFILIATES

Sponsored Post Audience Reach

2.65 M 11.0 M 934.8 K
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OBJECTIVE
A new premium photo-book company came 
to Ignite looking for assistance recruiting new 
affiliates to their program in order to increase 
brand awareness for their prodcut and attract 
new customers.

APPROACH
Utilizing their existing affiliate program, as well 
as our direct network of blogger contacts, we 
targeted several different verticals to promote 
Montage’s products -- moms, weddings, lifestyle, 
and photography. We orchestrated sponsored 
posts, product reviews, giveaways, social media 
blasts, and banner ads.

RESULTS
During the 3 months following launch:



CASE STUDY
Establishing a New Affiliate Program to Capture Target Audience

CONTINUALLY 
REACHED A

SOLD OUT STATE
70% INCREASE 

IN SALES
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OBJECTIVE
Citrus Lane, a well-funded start-up which helps 
parents discover innovative children’s products, 
came to us for guidance into the performance 
marketing space. They wanted to increase new 
customer acquisition, ensure account quality and 
enhance community and user affinity around their 
new brand.

APPROACH
Ignite developed campaigns to reach qualified 
moms where they spend their time online - reading 
blogs, on loyalty and deal sites, playing social 
games, researching products and surfing the web. 
We recruited the partners needed to reach their 
target demographic and carefully analyzed their 
feedback in order to optimize.

RESULTS:


